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ith a hit Nickelodeon TV
show, Sam & Cat, and her
first album, Yours Truly,
debuting at No. 1 on the Billboard
200, you’d think Ariana Grande
would feel like one of the biggest
celebrities on the planet. But the
talented 20-year-old spilled a crazy
secret — she doesn’t feel like a
celebrity! “I’m kind of boring,” she
laughs. Can you believe it?

Casual cutie

On the red carpet, Ariana always
looks perfect in her adorable twopiece dresses and stunning shoes.
But did you know her favorite thing
to wear is PJs? It’s true! After our
photoshoot with Ari, the Boca
Raton, Florida, native immediately
changed into a comfy pair of
pajamas before curling up next to
her mom with some snacks. She’s
totally just like you! “I’m a normal girl
who likes Harry Potter and to sit in
her pajamas and sing,” she dishes.
Karaoke party and a cozy movie
marathon with Ari? Count us in!

Surprise success

We all love Ariana and her ahhmazing voice, but the “Right There”
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singer was totally shocked
by how popular her first
album has become. “I never
really expected to be taken
seriously as an artist,” Ari
spills, gratefully. What?!
“I’ve dealt with a lot of
people not knowing what
to do with me because
of my age and my
personality,” she shares.
Well, Ari, we totally
believe in you!
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It may seem like she has
a crazy life, but
it’s all pretty
y,
simple to
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write, take bubble
baths, read books
and play video games
with my family,” she laughs. We love
that Ariana is totally open about who
she really is! “At the end of the day,
I’m just a nice Italian girl from Boca,”
she smiles. Aww! And we love that
about you, Ari. Don’t ever change!
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I don’t feel
like a star!

Sam & Cat cutie Ariana
Grande may seem like she
lives a glamorous life,
but deep down, she really
feels just like you!
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